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EU-RUSSIA CIVIL SOCIETY FORUM: CONNECTING COOPERATION WITH SOLIDARITY
When we started this Forum in 2010, the aim was to increase cooperaton and exchange between
NGOs from across Russia and Europe on the basis of shared interests and common values and to help both
sides seek new partners. We were hopeful to be able to push civil society views onto the ofcial EU-Russia
dialogue agenda.
Now, almost three years later, we contnue to jointly realise programmes in order to improve the
climate in society and to overcome unhealthy tendencies in the spheres of ecology, restricton of human
rights and fundamental freedoms whilst solving social problems. However, we have to spend more tme
and strength on actons of solidarity and support. In Russia, on the one hand, we draw atenton to the
growth of the level of civic actvity. On the other hand, one of the consequences of this development was
the crack down by the government, restrictng fundamental rights and freedoms. The Forum regards the
campaign of pressure on NGOs receiving foreign funds and working in foreign cooperaton, unacceptable;
these organizatons are forced to register as “organizatons, fulflling the functons of a foreign agent”,
which does not correspond with reality and is derogatory and inappropriate for NGOs. The administratve
and judicial persecuton has affected many NGOs, including dozens of members of our Forum.1
We are concerned about the systematc violaton of human rights and fundamental ecological
standards in the preparaton of large-scale projects, being conducted in a manner with no possibilites for
full civic partcipaton and control, for example in preparaton of the Olympic Games in Sochi.
In the countries of the European Union , as a result of the economic crisis, society is increasingly
focused on domestc problems, which is not encouraging solidarity in the European space and beyond its
boundaries. Growing social inequalites (both within individual societes and between the North and South
of the EU), a rise of xenophobia and discriminaton on the entre European contnent (especially against
migrants and Roma) and the insecurity of personal data on the internet, the unlawful access of special
services to personal informaton and other societal problems require powerful and effectve internatonal
control in the sphere of human rights.
We understand, that over the years the conditons for the development of such initatves as the
EU-Russia Civil Society Forum, will become more and more difcult, and this is one the reasons why we
have to contnue our work. In difcult tmes people who share the same values need to coordinate their
efforts.
We, members of the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum, urge that:
•

1

Civil societes of the EU and Russia join their efforts, partcipate actvely in cooperaton and
solidarity actons, be more open, and draw more atenton to the success of their own efforts;

The result being the forceful liquidation of two of our members, GOLOS and the Kostroma Civic Initiative Support
Center; and the unprecedented persecution of Anti-discrimination Centre Memorial.

•

The governments of our countries dedicate positve efforts to NGOs’ internatonal cooperaton as a
key resource to overcome lack of trust between Russia and the EU.

•

The governments of Russia and the EU recognize civil societes as real partners and engage in
meetngs with NGO leaders and civic actvists, most defnitely as a part of ofcial visits.

•

The governments of Russia and the EU be especially careful towards curtailing of internatonal
programmes, since it leads to the growth of ant-Western and ant-Russian states of minds.

•

The Russian government end its crackdown on civil society, repeal its recent restrictve legislaton in
the area of fundamental human rights and freedoms and stop the prosecuton of partcipants of
peaceful protests and civil actvists.

•

The Russian government repeal the policies that enforce the discriminaton of LGBT persons and
implement effectve measures to counter xenophobia and racism against migrants and members of
ethnic and other minorites;

•

The Russian government and companies from both the EU and Russia acknowledge their
responsibility for the protecton of vulnerable environmental areas, including the Caucasus and the
Arctc;

•

Internatonal politcal, economic, scientfc, cultural and other contacts with Russia include
partcular atenton to the compliance with human rights and environmental standards, including
in the run-up to and during the Sochi Olympics and the 2018 World Cup.

•

The European Union to include the problem of the crackdown on Russian civil society and the
restrictons of human rights and freedoms in all bilateral engagements with governmental
structures of the Russian Federaton.

•

The European Union to increase the support of joint projects of European and Russian NGOs by
means of funding and other instruments of internatonal cooperaton. The EU-Russia Civil Society
Forum is prepared to extend recommendatons and expertse to European insttutons for the
development of indispensable programs and instruments of fnancial support.

•

The EU provide effectve and non-bureaucratc protecton to civic actvists feeing Russia in fear of
persecuton, using fellowship programs, temporary shelter, and in case of necessity provide the
state of politcal refugees;

•

The governments of Russia and the EU to systematcally react to instances of the violaton of
human rights and corrupton with the use of the judicial mechanisms of the European Conventon
for Human Rights and internatonal ant-corrupton agreements;

•

The EU and its member states implement policies to counter social and economic marginalizaton,
xenophobia, racism and against discriminaton of ethnic minorites in the EU; and develop and
implement effectve policies to counter these phenomena outside its borders.

•

The Russian government to work out and implement effectve measures to ensure the real
protecton of citzens against illegal actvites of the special services, including the “wire-tapping” of
civil and politcal actvists engaged in politcal struggles.

•

The government of EU countries to effectvely counter any atempts of special services of other
countries that illegally collect personal data on the internet.

•

The EU insttuton and Russian government should take on themselves the obligaton to sign the
visa facilitaton agreement no later than the end of 2014,and to come to a fnal agreement on the
common aim regarding the introducton of a free visa regime for short-term travel no later than
2017; in this regard the Russian government has to refrain from the demand for special rights for
service passport holders.

•

The EU insttutons and Russian government provide substantve responses to statements, policy
papers, reports, recommendatons and other initatves of the EU-Russia Civil Society Forum and
meet with its representatves on a regular basis.
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